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adaptive color histograms 209
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Attrasoft Image Finder 6
attribute-based representation 4
audio files 24
automatic object recognition 169
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beam thickness 31
behavioral characteristics 63
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biometric solution 62
browsing environment 139
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Chinese punctuation symbols 18
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color clustering 253
color distribution 102
color feature 250
color feature extraction 101
color histogram based approach 102
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color information representation 166
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color resolution 250
color sensation 257
color similarity 304
color space 250
color space conversion 105
color retrieval techniques 325
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complex object clustering 3
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conceptual representation 206
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digital home photo album 201
digital home photo album indexing 207
digital home photo album retrieval 207
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digital symbolic music score 26
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document image 15
document image retrieval 16
drag-and-drop 207
dummy objects 279
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duplicate document image retrieval (DDIR) 15
dynamic Bayesian network (DBN) 182
dynamic weight determination 169
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edge histograms 209
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example queries 313
experimental image database system 312

F
face animation 356
face recognition 71
face recognition technology 62
face segmentation 71
facial scan technology 67
feature based 62
feature codes 15
feature extraction 64, 114
filtering algorithm 138
finger-scan technology 63
fingerprint 63
FlipAlbum suite 205
flowchart 161
FotoFile 207
G
Gabor texture features 209
generalised query by example 330
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hand scan technology 65
hexacone 104
high-level semantic description 157
histogram generation technique 101
histogram intersection 304
histogram-based approach 118
HLS color space 254
HSI color space 254
HSV color space 254
hue, saturation, intensity value (HSV) 101
hue-saturation-intensity (HSI) 162
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identity 63
image clustering 164
image indexing 277
image query paradigms 329
information retrieval 310
Information retrieval (IR) systems 323
information technology 1
infrared images 73
interpretation system 183

K
Karhunen-Loeve (KL) expansion 72
key frames (KFs) 114
Index 387

L
line based approach 62
line based face recognition 81
line mask approach 44
line thickness 35
local area networks (LANS) 2
local feature analysis (LFA) 62, 83
longest common subsequence (LCS) algorithm 278

M
mapping problem 185
Markov model mediator (MMM), 302
meaningful region extraction 158
minimum bounding rectangle (MBR) 279
MPEG-7 183
MRSAR texture features 209
multi-layer description model 160
multi-shot video clip 141
multikey indexing 3
multimedia archives 115
multimedia database management systems (MDBMS) 3
multimedia databases 1
multimedia information, 302
multimedia modeling 356
multimedia systems 1
multimedia systems architectures 361
music industry 24
music score digitalization 29
music scores 25
music sheets 24
music symbol fonts 33

N
natural forms query language (NFQL) 330
Netra system 253
neural network (NN) approach 72
nodal points 75
noteheads shifting 32

O
object description 171
object matching 172
object-based techniques 157
object-based video abstraction 191
object-level approach 159
observation symbol probability distribution 306
office by example 330
one based on color layout 102
one-shot video clip 141
optical character recognition (OCR) 15
optical character recognition (OCR) products 3
optical technologies 65

P
parallelogram 238
perceptual feature 165
personalization 203
Photobook system 252
PhotoFinde 207
physiological characteristics 63
Picasso system 253
prototype system 159

Q
quality of service (QoS) 4
query by browsing 333
query by icon 333
query by image 334
query by image content (QBIC) 328
query by painting 334
query by sketch 334

R
reflection of an image 292
relevance feedback 159
resolution setup 20
retina scan technology 65
retrieval phase 122
retrieval stage 114
RGB color space 254
rotation of an image 292
scanning a document 16
search engines 115
security problems 62
segmenting line image blocks 18
semantic gap 158
semantic representation of images 229
semantic-based image retrieval system 159
shape 251
shape feature extraction 257
shape retrieval techniques 326
shot boundaries 127
shot boundaries detection 127
silicon technologies 65
similarity assessment 285
similarity evaluation 280
similarity matching model 140
similarity retrieval 277, 286
spatial relations 251
spatial relationship method 277
spatial relationships 159
specification languages 356
staff line detection 43
stem rotation 31
stochastic model 306
streaming 358
structured content description 358
symbolic indexing 211
symbolic labeling 207
symbolic music notation 26
symbolic picture 284
symbolic-based 206
video analysis 183
video content-based retrieval (CBR) system 114
video feature extraction 184
video modeling 192
video object (VO) 182
video object (VO) extraction 183
video object segmentation 189
video segmentation 117
video shot boundary detection 114
video streams 115
Virage search engine 252
visual keywords 211
visualSEEK system 253
voice recognition 68

watermark code 41
watermark reader 37
watermark reading process 43
watermark removal 27
watermarking 25
watermarking algorithms 24
watermarking music sheets 26
watermarking technology 4
Wavelet package 167
wide area networks (WANs) 2
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YCbCr color space 254
YIQ color space 254
YUV color space 254

T
texture features 326

U
ultrasound technologies 65
user interface 322

V
VCR system 123
vector components 109